
 

Motorcycle rental agreement, 
between 
AllSupermoto AS (915137423) 

 

Payment 
Your booking must be fully paid within three months before the rental date. If the booking is 
canceled after 3 months before the rental, 50% of the rental amount will be refunded. The payment 
cannot be split and must be paid in full. 

 
Insurance 
All motorbikes are fully insured by the Norwegian insurance company “If” with a maximum 
deductible of 15.000 NOK. This means that if the customer is to have an accident the maximum, 
he/she can be charged is 15.000 NOK. However, if the accident is due to alcohol, extreme speeding, 
or other reckless behavior AllSupermoto AS and insurer If will keep the rider accountable and might 
require a deductible higher than 15.000 NOK and up to the full value of the damages. 
All parking fines and similar expenses shall be covered by the customer. 
If the damages is below 15.000 NOK you only get charged the amount of the repair. 

 

Ferry, toll & milage 

All ferry passage is included in the rent, and there is unlimited of KM. However, we recommend 
lubing the chain every 500km, and do a visual technical inspection of the vehicle daily.  

 

Roadside assistance 
If your rental were to break down or have technical issues, please try to reach AllSupermoto AS by 
phone, Facebook messenger or Instagram first.  

AllSupermoto AS: +47 45 29 96 57 
Fredrik Ingebrigtsen: +47 91 90 02 64 
Kjetil Edland: +47 95 80 78 84 

If you do not reach us, please contact roadside assistance. This is included in your rental. 
KTM: +47 21 52 37 52 
Husqvarna: +47 21 52 37 38 
Kawasaki: +47 21 49 24 00 
General roadside assistance through our insurance: +47 21 49 24 00 

Damages 
You shall return the motorbike in the same condition as it was when picked up. Normal wear and 
tear are covered in the rental, and we do full technical inspections of the rental objects before 
handing them over to the customer. Damages related to carelessness and incompetence will not be 



covered and you run the risk of getting charged for things like uncommon scratches, dents, and 
damages. If the accident occurs, ASM’s insurance covers transport of the motorcycle to the nearest 
workshop and transport of the customer back to us. ASM disclaims responsibility if a technical failure 
or accident occurs. It’s important to point out that all motorcycles go through a full technical 
inspection before each rental. 

Fuel 
The motorcycle must be returned with the same fuel level as when it was rented. All our bikes take 
normal 95 octane from any fuel station. 

 

Pickup and return 
You are to pick up the rentals at the agreed upon time and same requirements for return. Any 
expenses the company occurs due to late pickup or return will be charged the customer. 

 

General 

All bikes will be delivered with a small chain spray, tool set and plug set, and attached FG-Approved 
lock. It is possible to store luggage at ASM free of charge. All our bikes will have a tracking device as 
Apple air tag attached to the key.  

 

 
AllSupermoto AS      Customer name: 
Forusparken 3, 4031 Stavanger     Address: 
+47 452 99 657       Phone 
Signature:       Signature: 

 

 

 

 
 


